D ATA S E R V I C E S

Quality Utility Data
Where You Need it Most
Data

EnergyPrint serves building professionals
by combining analytics and software with
the manpower needed to gather, enter and deliver
insight on building performance. By using utility
data to answer key business questions for your
clients, you become the trusted energy advisor.
But how? There are plenty of data software
platforms, spreadsheet templates and DIY options.
What is the EnergyPrint difference?
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We Work with Any Utility—
Anytime, Anywhere

Real People, Real Insights,
Real Results

Actionable Insights,
Powered by Quality Data

We Deliver Your Data
However You Need it

We aggregate and
standardize data across
thousands of utilities—
eliminating the hassles
and headaches of tracking
down bills. Our specialized
data team captures your
utility data regardless of
electronic process or
manual entry. We deal with
the lack of standards that
makes utility information
so difficult, and deliver it
in ways that are simple,
easy to understand and
extremely useful.

We combine automated
processes with human
validations to get your
data seamlessly and deliver
it accurately. EnergyPrint
works directly with utilities
to gather data, interpret bills
and validate information.
Your high-value engineering
or sales professionals can
stop hunting down bills,
keying in data and weeding
through spreadsheets.
Let them move on to using
insight to develop solutions
for your clients.

Our data services allow you
to spend less time behind
a desk and more time in
front of customers. Each
month, new data points
spark discussions, helping
you build and solidify your
client relationships and
lay groundwork for future
projects and services—all
with you at the helm as
your client’s trusted energy
advisor. EnergyPrint is the
“easy button” for energy
services professionals who
need utility data done right.

Whether you’re looking
for data visualization
software, custom reports
or just need utility data
delivered to your own
internal system, EnergyPrint
will help. Our robust,
proprietary database of
energy cost, consumption
and carbon information
will guide you on: what
buildings to improve; what
improvements have the
greatest return; and how to
prove savings to owners.
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Here’s How Our
Data Services Work:
Building owner or property manager
authorizes EnergyPrint to gather
data directly from the utility

We collect 24+ months
of utility bill history to set
benchmarks, and continuously
update your data monthly
to keep buildings current
and relevant

We aggregate
and validate your
data, translating
it into one common
language

We connect your energy
data with ENERGY STAR
Portfolio Manager® and
export ratings
back seamlessly

Get Your Data
the Way You Need it

Just Want the
Utility Data?

Need Visualization
Software?

EnergyPrint will export
to your proprietary
systems.

Our cloud-based utility
dashboard will deliver
cost, consumption and
carbon metrics across
your portfolio.



Want Help with
ENERGY STAR?

Have Unique
Reporting Needs?

We seamlessly integrate
with ENERGY STAR
Portfolio Manager.

EnergyPrint’s Insights
Architect platform
delivers customized
analysis tools, reports and
even incorporates your
business metrics.
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